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TAYLOE PIGGOTT GALLERY ANNOUNCES BECOMING 
AN EXHIBITION OF STONEWARE BY JANE YANG D’HAENE 

ExhibiKon Dates: 17 December 2022 – 29 January 2023 

JACKSON HOLE, WYOMING – TAYLOE PIGGOTT GALLERY is pleased to present Becoming, a solo 
exhibiKon of work by arKst Jane Yang D’Haene, on view December 17th, 2022 through January 29th, 
2023. An arKst's recepKon will be held on Saturday, December 17th, from 5 - 7 pm. The arKst will be in 
a_endance. All are welcome. 

Becoming presents a selecKon of stoneware vessels drawn upon Jane Yang D’Haene’s Korean heritage. 
Though descended from tradiKonal ceramic forms, such as the dal hang-ari or Moon Jar, D’Haene’s 
vessels depart from this history as she experiments with surface, lending her work a sculptural quality. 
Diverging from the smooth white exterior of the original vessels, D’Haene employs a variety of glazes 
and techniques to create texture, movement and tonal shibs. In doing so, D’Haene creates planetary 
forms, mimicking the earth from which the clay itself is drawn.  

By working within a historical narraKve, D’Haene is able to push the formal boundaries of her medium. 
This play between form and funcKon elevates the work, introducing a conceptual challenge to the 
viewer. By confronKng tradiKonal forms, D’Haene highlights her own innovaKons. With her 
experimentaKon, D’Haene abandons a lifelong pursuit of perfecKon, instead creaKng beauty through 
imperfecKon. She expands upon the anomalies of form and color historically created during firing, a 
process that leaves much to chance. D’Haene embraces imperfecKon with intenKon, capturing its 
aestheKc value. She points towards the balance created between various opposing forces in her work. 
The vessels are simultaneously terrestrial and other-worldly, abstracted and funcKonal. The work, 
though derived from tradiKon, is unconvenKonal.  

As all arKsts must, D’Haene reckons with the long history of her medium that came before her. She 
embraces the framework of this history while pushing against it, using tradiKon as a vehicle for 
innovaKon. D’Haene situates herself not as a designer working within the confines of her medium, but as 
an arKst acKvely toying with the conceptual and technical possibiliKes of it. 

Born in South Korea, Jane Yang-D’Haene draws upon her cultural heritage to create unexpected ceramic 
work. Aber moving to New York City in 1984, D’Haene a_ended the Cooper Hewi_ School of 
Architecture from 1988 to 1992. She went on to work as an interior designer for a major architectural 
firm, honing her eye for masterful design. However, D’Haene’s own work has evolved past this realm. 
Since beginning her work in ceramics in 2016, D’Haene has experimented with form and funcKon, 
quickly establishing herself as an arKst capable of innovaKng the medium. D’Haene oben works within 
the language of tradiKonal Korean ceramic forms, using parts of this long-standing history as a vehicle for 
experimentaKon. She builds upon these forms, integraKng contemporary techniques, colors, and 
textures to create sculptural vessels that toe the line between art and design. Through this manipulaKon 
of her medium and reinterpretaKon of her history, D’Haene creates one-of-a-kind objects that breathe 
new life into a centuries old crab. 
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Jane Yang D'Haene, Untitled, 2022, stoneware, slip and glaze, 7 ½ x 6 ½ inches 

 

Jane Yang D'Haene, Untitled, 2022, stoneware, slip and glaze, 10 ½ x 9 ½ inches 

 

Jane Yang D'Haene, Untitled, 2022, stoneware, slip and glaze, 17 x 13 inches 
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Jane Yang D'Haene, Untitled, 2022, stoneware, slip and glaze, 21 ½ x 19 ½ inches 

Specializing in modern and contemporary art, Tayloe Piggo_ Gallery expresses a sharp appreciaKon for excepKonal 
aestheKc vision. Based in Jackson, Wyoming, the gallery showcases sophisKcated, unique artworks in a modern 
seing. Always interested in arKsKc discovery, the gallery expanded to create The Project Space: a collaboraKve 
place for the local and global community to share ideas, showcase work, host events, and expand arKsKc concepts. 
Mindful and thought-provoking, Tayloe Piggo_ Gallery aims to enrich cultural dialogue by bringing remarkable 
arKsts into an already flourishing arts community. 

From first Kme buyers to seasoned collectors, our gallery assists a wide range of clients with the intricacies of 
collecKng contemporary art. Our staff has the knowledge and experKse to facilitate art acquisiKons, advise 
collecKon management, and curate the interiors of private spaces. 

Media contact: KaKe Franklin Cohn, kaKe@tayloepiggo_gallery.com 
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